




AFTER DISCUSSION:

We want to address two main topics in class today:

1. Consider the art of meaningful conversation.  The key to this is asking “wondering 
questions.”

2. Practice what was introduced last week: sharing parts of our testimony and The Three 
Circles gospel summary.

Together this will give us ”tools in our tool belt” to:
1. think about how to get into meaningful conversations that can include spiritual discussion, 
2. bridge from that discussion to the gospel through part of our testimony, and then 
3. share the gospel message if they are interested.







Jesus did not always confront people head-on. Sometimes he did (e.g., Pharisees), but 
often he told stories or asked questions to get at issues indirectly.  

It’s important to realize that direct confrontation of someone’s beliefs often incites a person’s 
pride and creates antagonism and a defensive posture that makes true dialogue virtually 
impossible.  Even if they’re not offended by it, it can give people answers to questions they are 
not ready to ask.  The result of untimely directness can burn the ground rather than help 
prepare the soil of someone’s heart to receive the gospel.







This story must have exposed the need within the heart of the expert in the Law, because he 
thought he was a good person. But the story exposed that he failed to love his neighbor as 
he ought.  Just as importantly, it could have prompted the question, “Do I know anyone
like this?  Anyone who even loves his enemies with such sacrificial love?”  This would 
prepare him to hear that, yes, there is One who loves his neighbor—even his enemy—fully 
and self-sacrificially; One who loves God with all his heart, soul, mind, and strength…



Notice that Jesus didn’t take the direct approach by asking, “Are you good?” or “Do you 
believe I am good?”  Instead, he replied, “Why do you call me good?  No one is good—
except God alone.”  

This question made it possible to expose the rich young ruler’s heart by helping realize that 
he isn’t as good as he thought he was, and it set him up (if he was ready) to consider who 
Jesus was, if in fact he was truly good.

The story continues:
20 You know the commandments: ‘You shall not commit adultery, you shall not murder, you 
shall not steal, you shall not give false testimony, honor your father and mother.’” 21 “All 
these I have kept since I was a boy,” he said. 22 When Jesus heard this, he said to him, “You 
still lack one thing. Sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure 
in heaven. Then come, follow me.” 23 When he heard this, he became very sad, because he 
was very wealthy. 





We don’t often have people coming to us asking us what they need to do to inherit eternal 
life (sometimes we do!).  But we can learn from Jesus’ general approach in how we interact 
with people.  

Because they are not often asking the explicit questions about the gospel, we need to 
“wonder” about life with our non-Christian friends. 



When we “wonder” with people, we:

○ give up the notion that we need to have all the answers

○ return to a humble mindset of mutual curiosity that opens up possibilities for 
mutual discovery

○ move into spiritual conversations authentically by eliminating awkward or 
canned transitions

○ ask open-ended questions that tap into what others are interested in, and our 
wonder stimulates their wonder and paves the way for spiritual conversations to 
flow naturally

○ start with where they are, not where we’d like them to be.













https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sfQ01KCJvuQY1-
hRwNF1L5eGieVtKK0Z_zb0TCLTCY8/edit?usp=sharing



INSTRUCTIONS:  Take 30 seconds on your own to think about this question, then share 
with the group.  

After 5 minutes, have groups share one issue and their wondering questions with the whole 
class.





Your testimony is a powerful witness to the transforming power of the gospel.

A testimony can come in many forms.  It can be the story of how you initially became a 
Christian, or it can be a story of any way God has been at work to transform your life since 
your conversion.  In both cases, it is a witness to the power of the gospel to give you hope and 
power for change.



15 second testimony that can expand to 15 minutes, based on the situation and 
conversation.

For me:

Perfectionist and competitive... Tensions with friends
Could never do enough, but Jesus did... And rather than holding that over my head, he laid 
down his life for me... 
Freedom... Less focused on myself and more concerned for others... 





Model the Three Circles gospel summary for the class and then discuss (next slide)

View the Three Circles video at https://youtu.be/v9iLg8DJbLg



● Relatively simple
● Graphical/picture
● Reinforces the same thing at least three times
● Addresses idols and self-effort
● Embeds our missional calling right into the gospel message



You can watch a video of Steve sharing The Three Circles at 
https://youtu.be/v9iLg8DJbLg




